Science: materials
Bend / bending - to move a straight
material into a curve.
Squash / squishing - to crush or
squish a material.
Stretch / stretching - pulling to make
a material longer.
Twist / twisting - to bend or curl a
material.

This is a vocabulary bank that shows key vocabulary that we will be sharing with your child
over the next term. Our next topic is nocturnal animals.
Please go through the words on this vocabulary bank with your child to help familiarise them with the
vocabulary. I will also share this throughout the term and during our relevant lessons.
Thank you for your continued support.

Maths: Money
Coins

Religious Education: Islam being
human
Aquiqah - A Muslim ceremony to say
thank you to Allah for the birth of a
baby.

Notes
Adhaan - Islamic call to prayer.

PE

Invasion - going into the other team’s
territory to try to score a goal or a
point.
Attacking - trying to score a goal or
point.
Defending - stopping the other team
from scoring a point.
Target—the aim of an attack.
Possession - having something. For
example having the ball during a game.

Value - how much a coin or note is worth.

Total - how much money we have altogether.
Pound - £
Pence - p

Maths: Fractions
Whole - all of something
Part - A section of something which when combined with the
others makes the whole.
Unit fractions - a fraction with a numerator of 1
Non-unit fractions - a fraction with a numerator greater than 1

Geography: Human and physical
features of our local area
Town– an area that is larger than a
village but typically smaller than a
city.
Map– a plan that shows physical
features, places, roads and rivers in
an area.
Compass– an object that has a
magnetic pointer that faces north.
Used to help guide directions.
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